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Timecode Content 

0:15 Background?  Grew up in “family business”—his father was also 
military.  He joined the Hastings and Prince Edward Regiment in the 
Summer Youth Employment Program.  Originally thought he’d become 
an image technician, taking photos, but he’s still in the infantry today.  

1:15 Motivation?  Looking for something rewarding, a good income.  It was a 
good life growing up as a dependant.  He wanted to serve. 

1:45 His Hasty P RSS was PPCLI, so that influenced him to join the Patricias. 
Then he worked under a WO Connick, ex-Airborne, and that—along 
with his father’s Airborne service—convinced him to eventually go that 
route.  He sought a personal challenge.  Thought jumping out of 
airplanes would be cool. 

2:40 Physical standards?  Actual challenge of jumping out of a plane is more 
mental than physical.  No senior NCO wanted to send anyone to the 
regiment if they would make them look bad.   

3:30 Actual demands of the regiment?  It was in Petawawa, adjacent to a 
training area where they could jump.  If nothing was happening in 
barracks, they could draw their weapons and do some patrolling, 
shooting, navigation in the training area.  They do skill at arms 
competitions there, running 20 km in the training area.  They were 
encouraged to be fit and independent-thinkers, in part due to 
soldiers/leaders injuring themselves during jumps.  Subordinates had 
to know the mission details so that they could step up. 

5:20 He came from 3 PPCLI at Work Point Barracks, very garrison-oriented, 
with its major training areas farther away.  But in the Airborne they 
could train in the field all week long, returning home for weekends.  
Training tempo was higher.  Whereas 3 PPCLI would train in multi-
week training blocks, then return to “clean pots and pans for weeks on 
end.” 

6:50 Professionally, it was the best experience of his career, providing many 
life lessons about things like battle procedure, commando orders 
delivered to all ranks.  He tried to incorporate this in Afghanistan, 
including as many people in orders groups as possible.  Physically, it 
challenged and pushed him… and sometimes he questioned what he 
was doing there during the long-distance runs.  “It set me up for 
success.” 

8:25 Reaction to Somalia mission?  They’d been stood up for Western Sahara 
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the previous year, and such missions were few (except for Cyprus and 
Golan).  Instead of blue berets as initially planned, they wore maroon 
berets.  Everyone was excited.  They brought in reservists to augment 
the regiment.  Some were put into priority positions to get them into 
the commandos.   

9:50 Integration?  At first, it was hard.  To make space for reservists, some 
Airborne soldiers were shuffled out of the commandos, so there was 
some heartache and grief.  If reservists would listen, learn and push 
themselves, they were accepted.  This included QOR, LER, and Westies, 
as well as some truckers for the Adm Company. 

11:10 How prepared were they?  “Some were definitely on point; others, not 
so much.  At that point, there were distinctive differences between Regs 
and Reserves.”  He, for example, had to redo his Basic Mortar course 
when he transferred to the Regular Force.   The mature ones performed 
well, others were lacklustre. 

12:50 Was it the right regiment for the task?  “What we did, we did very well.  
The Airborne was the right regiment to send.  We had the flexibility.”  
Instead of jumping into Belet Huen, they air assaulted.  “The tenacity, 
drive and motivation of some command teams was beyond reproach.  
Stellar.  But unfortunately a couple of individuals were not the best, not 
critical thinkers.”   Man for man, with a few well-known exceptions, 
they were well-suited, “the clan that never slept”, as they were called.  
They interdicted criminal activity, acted proactively and didn’t just sit 
back.  “We did a damn, damn good job.”  This includes stopping 
criminals, keeping roads open, helping at the hospital.  They weren’t 
bullied by the warlords because they were a force to be reckoned with, 
acting appropriately. 

16:30 Memorable days?  So many.  From the first time he heard an AK fired, to 
the time he drove an ambulance, to another when Bob Weeks got 
blown up by a mine and he took him to hospital.   

17:30 The first time he heard a shot fired… he was driving the new Bison 
armoured ambulance, moving with 3 Commando in Grizzly AVGPs.  
They were stopped for a break/navigation check. A section came under 
fire.  They threw on their webbing (no body armour back then) and 
adopted all-round security.  A jingle truck approached.  “Stop, stop, 
stop!”  A guy jumps off the top with an AK.  It was about 14 feet.  His leg 
broke when he landed.  “Oh, that’s gotta hurt.”  He was the security for 
the truck, not a threat to them, so nobody engaged him with their 
weapons.  They secured his weapon and gave him first aid.  The other 
shooter who’d engaged them had his weapon shot out of his hand 
before he ran away.  He complained later that Canadians fired first.  “I 
was amped, but I wasn’t hypersensitive.  Everyone had their wits about 
them and did it by the numbers, which speaks to how well guys were 
trained.”  The Somali had his hand shot off. 

21:30 Bob Weeks?   He was American Special Forces, attached to the 
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Airborne.  They were on patrol in an unarmoured Humvee (no 
armoured Humvees then).  [He pauses to scratch his nose and drink 
water.] 

22:30 Bob Weeks:  The day he died, it was a regular day.  The ambulance 
drivers were from the various commandos.  They also provided 
security for the medics and at their little hospital.  They’d also be on fire 
watch, ready to roll out with the quick reaction force if necessary.  
Across the way, there was a Black Hawk medevac unit (before 427 
Squadron joined the mission with its Hueys).  Weeks was the team 
medic on patrol and they rolled over a stack of anti-tank mines left over 
from the civil war.  This destroyed the Humvee.  The blast took off his 
legs and the entire side of his face, and destroyed his medical bag.  A 
Black Hawk brought him in.  Thombs responded in their ambulance 
and removed him from the helicopter.  “I’m up at his head, looking 
down at him as I’m carrying him and we’re talking… You’re going to be 
good… Most of his face was gone.  He was in a bad way.  I knew he was 
married and had some kids.  We’d worked together before Somalia.  I 
barely recognized his face.  We cracked his chest, massaged his heart.”  
While this was underway, he returned to clean up his ambulance.  
Hours later, he learned Weeks had died on the table.  A medic came out 
with Weeks’ wedding band in a Ziploc bag.  “This is real.”  They had to 
find a place to put his remains. They had a sea container cooler that 
contained beer and sodas. (They could have two beers per day.)  “So we 
put him on top of the 7-Up because not everybody was drinking it.  
Most were drinking beer. “  They needed to wait for a Hercules to 
repatriate his remains.  “Not all enemies are going to be pointing a gun 
at you, in your face.  Sometimes things are just going to happen, which 
sucks when people have plans for the rest of their lives.”   [Long pause] 

28:45 These Americans weren’t posted to the regiment.  They had their own 
missions, but interacted within the Canadian area of operations.  They 
did some of the workup training together in the fall of 1992.  Thombs is 
not sure of the details because he was a trooper then.  The Americans 
would sometimes come by looking for beer—even though they were 
ordered to be dry. 

30:40 His reaction to disbandment?  He was still with it in 1995.  Knew the 
Liberals had “a hard time” with the regiment, beginning with its move 
to Petawawa (not Ottawa).  They were feeling the crunch in the early 
90s as the government sought ways to cut costs.  Everything the 
regiment had weathered since Somalia (Arone’s death, racist videos), 
the “coup de grace” was a hazing video.  “I’ve seen worse at Queen’s 
University.  It was an easy way for the government to justify the 
disbandment and take money from the army.  I was disenfranchised by 
the process… Disenchanted and disenfranchised.  [He pauses to 
rephrase his thoughts after an interruption from interviewer].  

33:50 He felt the government abandoned them in 1995. “I felt very betrayed.” 
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The government was making a decision based on money. The regiment 
had already been reduced in strength.  It was an expensive regiment, in 
part due to aircraft useage, jump pay etc.  The CDS at the time [de 
Chastelain] “was in line with the Liberal government and got a 
patronage appointment for his services.”    He was grateful for future 
governments expanding the army’s capabilities. 

35:50 The final months of the Airborne, Jan-March 1995?  “For the leadership, 
it was a challenge.  There were so many soldiers that were very angry.  
It speaks volumes about Col Kenward’s leadership that he kept us 
professional.  There were a lot of broken hearts.  What are we going to 
do?  Guys putting in their releases.  Others were in denial.  ‘We’ll get 
disbanded and we’ll rise again’.  There was an edge.  The anger was 
boiling beneath the surface.  Kenward kept us busy, training.  When 
you’re not busy, that’s when trouble starts happening.” 

37:45 What if they’d had a different CO, someone softer then?  “That’s a can of 
worms.  I don’t think we’d see what happened with the Legion in 
Algeria, but going out and drinking and letting out anger in negative 
ways… maybe more disciplinary problems, fights in the mess.  Kenward 
held a lot of sway, had a lot of respect from a lot of us.  We shut up and 
we soldiered on.  We’re not going to prove the misconceptions to be 
true, the Liberal government stance that we were all bad eggs. 
Hooligans.  We’re not going to give them any reason to believe the lies.  
Out and out blatant lies.  Kenward said we’re going to be professional. 
We’re going to be shy of speech.  The strong act; the weak chatter, and 
chatter will bring you to your grave.” 

39:45 20 years ago. Still a sore spot? The hardest part is when you look at it 
and see parallels, some of the same characters in the current 
government. “I don’t trust them.  Others are good and well-meaning.”  
He’s upset about it happening and has strong feelings about the 
individuals and the leadership that was shown, but if this hadn’t 
happened, he might not have experienced other things.  So there were 
some blessings.  They realized the army had to create something newer 
and better to retain and improve certain CAF capabilities. [JTF2 and 
CSOR?] 

41:45 He learned a lot of lessons from it all.  Battle procedure, ensuring 
vehicles and personnel are ready to go, turning corners in Mogadishu.  
What to do and what not to do. 

42:30 Afghanistan with 3 PPCLI?  When Airborne disbanded, some were 
posted to the Airborne School in Edmonton, and became nucleus of 3 
PPCLI.  A lot of people were getting ready to get out.  He was actually 
getting married the day Ahmed Shah Massoud was assassinated, 8 Sep 
2001.  They were on their honeymoon when 9/11 happened.  He and 
others were ready to pull the pin and move on before this, in part 
because of other changes like 10/90 battalion experiment, the possible 
loss of the remaining jump companies in 3 PPCLI, 3 RCR and 3 R22R.  
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This changed with 9/11.  “This is the big PO check. Not peacekeeping.  
This is war.  Our Korea. Our WW2.  So a lot of memos got torn up.”  3 
PPCLI was the Immediate Response Unit, so they began preparing.  
They knew the stories about the mujahedin during the Soviet Afghan 
war.  “Everybody pushed harded in training, reading more.”  He was in 
Mountain Company.  They changed their orbats to better prepare, 
creating a machine gun section at company level, for example.  “It was 
exciting. Very exciting.”  Those with Somalia experience knew what it 
was like to work against a non-uniformed enemy.  Medak veterans 
knew what it was like to be under fire. 

47:50 How adequate was it?  He felt well-prepared going overseas.  Didn’t feel 
he was in the right [green, not brown] uniform.  The Liberals hadn’t 
followed through and created desert uniforms.  “Don’t worry, you’ll 
blend in at night.  But I’m worried about going to a porta potty and 
some technically proficient combatant with a Lee-Enfield reaches out 
and touches me.”  It was ironic: desert-coloured vehicles and green 
uniforms.  Government wasn’t prepared, “but we were.” 

49:30 Physical challenges?  “We were so set up for success with Airborne 
capability and mountain company [B Company].”  While he was getting 
married, the rest of his company was training in Wales.  “We were in 
really excellent shape.”  When they went into the Whale, Americans 
were amazed at how well they did. There are photos of them cruising 
by 10 Mountain Division soldiers receiving IVs for dehydration.  He 
wasn’t at Tora Bora for that operation, which had other issues like 
sleep deprivation.  But overall, they were physically well-prepared. 

52:00 Memorable days?  Good and bad ones.  A bad one:  One of the hardest 
days was waking up and finding out about the friendly fire incident [A 
Company lost four soldiers to an American F16].  His company was 
supposed to go out that night, but A Company went instead.  Ainsworth 
Dyer and Nathan Smith left laundry hanging on the line by his hooch. 
[They were both killed].  “Accidents can be harder to take than open 
combat.  That’s one of the hardest days of my military career.” 

54:05 He was woken up in the middle of the night and told there’d been an 
accident on the range, but not the gravity of it.  Sometimes it seems like 
his platoon/company were the only ones who weren’t involved in the 
actual response.  “It was mind-boggling.  Checking on guys, then taking 
a moment for yourself.  Looking at these clothes hanging on the barbed 
wire.”  Later, someone else policed up their uniforms.  He didn’t want to 
touch their stuff.  “Maybe they’ll come back.  Probably not.” 

56:10 Funny story, near the Pakistan border, doing security three hours on 
and three hours off.  [He’s deliberately vague on details about the 
mission.] Occasionally they get rocketed.  The Northern Alliance was 
operating there too.  They were using a dumptruck as part of their 
barricade/perimeter.  Someone pulled up, claiming they were being 
trailed.  It was a long convoy of locals with AKs.  He tells his partner to 
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get into a swampy area.   They’re on rooftops looking down on the 
locals.  Inside the jingle trucks there were all sorts of weapons.  They 
get told the trucks will stay in the compound, but the people will be 
escorted out.  “They are pissed that we’ve just stripped all their 
armaments from them.  A bit of a Mexican stand-off ensued.”  They 
were directed how to open fire if necessary.  Do not shoot the trucks.   
Then it’s time to put the dump truck back in position to block the 
entrance to the compound.  But the assigned driver is not familiar with 
how to drive a standard transmission and gets it caught up in the wire.  
Thombs felt like he was extremely vulnerable, out in the open, 
conscious of the Afghans’ seething anger.  It was night.  He was wearing 
monocular night vision goggles.  But it was a comical moment in 
hindsight.  This was the first time they’d seen a threat face to face like 
this. It wasn’t funny at the time, but the poor dumptruck driving made 
the rounds in the company after that. 

1:03:10 How satisfying was this deployment?  Good.  He felt like a political 
pawn, however.  Didn’t feel the government understood them or 
employed them properly. He was proud of his company.  “But 
sometimes the hardest thing was not being employed properly. Like 
being sepoys in India, beating the bush so the hunters can get the tiger. 
But if you realize your role and don’t have illusions of grandeur, it was 
satisfying…We had a lot more potential we could have used to a greater 
degree, however.”   
[Background:  3 PPCLI filled a conventional role, mounting a handful of 
major operations during its tour and generally performing security 
tasks around Kandahar Airfield.  Meanwhile, Special Forces did the 
more aggressive work.  This is based on the interviewer’s own 
experience/observations during his time as a CBC videojournalist at 
KAF in May-June 2002] 

1:05:00 The reality? “We were used a lot of times to push bush, to flush out.  
Like in the Whale, to mop up and show the flag.  Pushing some bad guys 
out of the area the first day.”  This consisted of doing sweeps through 
the hills, pushing insurgents towards blocking positions, Objective 
GLOCK where they were engaged by gunships etc.  “We were used as a 
work force for the SF guys to go out and do stuff… We were doing 
classic line defence, protecting the airfield.”   This gave the SF units a 
secure location to return to at the end of their own missions, “securing 
the firebase as line infantry.”  Not glorious.  The government was risk-
averse, “and became more so after the friendly fire incident.  It was a lot 
of defensive.” 

1:08:40 Returning home to Edmonton? The reception was interesting.  The 
battalion marched to city hall, so many politicians, but only two people 
who talked to the troops from the podium:  Lois Hole (LG) and Ralph 
Klein (Premier).  “It sometimes felt like we were a bit of a show pony 
for the government.”  People treated them well, but that’s been his 
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experience in Alberta since he arrived in 1995.  “We’ll parade for you.  
Get your mileage out of us.  Then we’ll go back to being under-funded 
and under-utilized.” 

1:11:20 The scene in 2005?  The Third Battalion’s soldiers deployed between 
2002 and 2005, with platoons providing defence and security tasks in 
Kabul.  With Americans in Iraq, Canadians agreed to take over the 
Kandahar area of operations, including the Provincial Reconstruction 
Team (a company-minus task in 2005).  This was prior to the insertion 
of the battle group (1 PPCLI).  They knew they were going into a more 
dangerous environment, using up-armoured jeeps (G Wagons), but 
with no protection for the machine gunners up top. “This was mind-
boggling. Very different from the Kabul experience.”  Soldiers were 
excited, albeit under-manned for the tasks required.  They delved into 
the books again, read about the Soviet experience, started developing 
TTPs (tactics, tips and procedures).  On the recce, the company 
commander got involved in an IED incident. They needn’t to figure out 
how to work in jeeps, since they were mountain company/light 
infantry.  This time, in desert uniforms and green vehicles.   

1:16:10 Under-manning came into play when they realized they had gaps in 
their defence.  They did get several sections from the 3 RCR battle 
group in Kabul, reservists who’d been doing defence and security tasks 
there. This improved their situation.  Their support was in Kandahar 
Airfield, but he was in the food factory subsequently named for Nathan 
Smith (the PRT) in Kandahar City. 

1:17:40 He got a commendation for designing protection for G Wagon gunners.  
“Basically an up-armoured jeep.”  It can mount a .50 calibre HMG or 
7.62mm C6 GPMG.  But there was no protection for the gunner—
especially from IEDs.  He started working with sergeant-major Billy 
Bolan and another soldier, including ballistic glass and side protection 
from IEDs.  The third soldier was a materiel tech named Cpl Land.   
They made mockups from plywood in 3 PPCLI’s lines.  They ran strings 
trying to figure out projectile paths.  They reinvented turret cupolas 
used in Vietnam and on the M113s used in Croatia in the 1990s.  
Ottawa helped them repurpose the old M113 turrets, cutting them up 
to reduce weights and make them as stable as possible.  They 
incorporated/considered the soldier’s own Kevlar helmets as part of 
the overall design. Still wanted to add ballistic glass to assist with 
gunner’s ability to see.  They insisted on having holes for glass cut in 
the turrets, even before they were assured the glass would be provided. 
“Sometimes the ability to see provides an element of protection.”  The 
glass did arrive, however, and was incorporated in the turrets.  They 
did some tests and some high-angle tests to determine the vehicle’s 
tipping point.  The vehicles got to them early in their tour, within 
weeks, and Americans emulated them.  Bolan’s idea of ballistic glass in 
turret “was awesome.  Many guys are alive today because they could 
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actually fight out of that turret, seeing what to engage.” 
1:24:30 How did they work out?  First turreted G Wagon engaged by suicide 

bomber was his own on October 5, 2005.  Bomber chose not to hit a US 
logistics convoy, instead heading for Thombs’ three-vehicle packet.  A 
Pajaro jeep detonated, engulfed them in a fireball and gravel. He tells 
his driver to “hit it, still travelling at 110 kph.  As fireball was erupting, 
the gunner was slightly burned but not hit by shrapnel, except for a 
glancing blow off his helmet.  Only the top of the helmet was exposed.  
Rang his bell, but not to the point he was out of the fight.  Are you OK?  
I’m burned.  Get out there.  He was back in action like that.”  He wasn’t 
thinking about it being satisfying at the moment.  Just happy his gunner 
was alive.  They had to secure the site, so there wasn’t time to think of 
it. 

1:27:50 “The real satisfying part about this turret: In Ottawa, soldiers were 
getting MIDs and awards and I was reading their bios, about their 
wound stripes/sacrifice medal, and realized they’d been in the turret, 
fighting and alive because of its design.”  There are pictures of turrets 
that withstood RPG rounds.  He got the CEFCOM Commander’s 
commendation.  But even more satisfying is that there are “13 wound 
stripes that are only wound stripes—not sacrifice medals for a parent, 
and I had a small part in making that happen.”  Regs and Reservists 
used those vehicles. 

1:30:30 His own Mention in Dispatches?  This relates to the suicide bombing of 
5 October 2005, and another incident between Kandahar Airfield and 
the PRT.  He had to pick up a computer.  Got to KAF without incident, 
but had to wait for an American sergeant to wake up to issue the 
computer.  This delayed their return by three hours, and put them into 
“the rush” on the highway.  A vehicle bomber detonated near their 
three-vehicle packet near the Orphanage.  “It made my day become 
very interesting.  We were in a big fireball.  All vehicles performed their 
actions-on.”  The QRF was spooled up to respond.  Everything was 
clicking.  They secured the area and the QRF showed up.  His vehicle 
was blown up, on fire. His gunner was burned.  He was ordered off the 
scene and returned to the PRT to debrief.  Got checked out by the 
medics.  Some hearing issues after the big bang.  Then he got a 
replacement vehicle and returned to KAF for follow-on tasks.  This was 
the first part of his MID. 

1:35:50 The second part of the MID: Two or three days later, he was rolling 
again with a packet of armoured cars, ferrying people to a different 
location in Kandahar City and the PRT.  He saw an explosion on the 
other side of some buildings.  He also saw purple smoke, indicating a 
friendly unit had been hit.  It was a packet from the British High 
Commission, hit by a suicide bomber. They deployed to assist—not all 
of them were infantry and they’d forgotten their actions-on orders.  He 
secured the scene and provided a medic.  He called for the QRF. 
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“Basically, I was just doing my job, everything we’d practised.  Before 
every mission we’d do orders or, if there wasn’t time, we’d review our 
actions-on.  My team was fricking awesome.”   

1:39:00 Transitions to home post-deployment?  “I’ve been really blessed. That 
is there, this is here. “ He does adventure sports with high levels of risk.  
People died.  “I’m sad for the loss, but happy for knowing the people.” 
For coming back to the real world, the World, he takes what he used 
overseas and repurposes it, including hypervigilance.  “Even here it’s 
pretty good to have when stepping off the curb, to avoid being hit by a 
bus. Watching for suicide bombers and IED guys… obviously I’m not 
very good at finding suicide bombers because they manage to blow me 
up, but as I’m looking for signs of them overseas, when I come home I’m 
looking for speedtraps.  Photo radar.  Take mil skills and put them to 
civvy use.”  His biggest difficulty transitioning professionally is the 
people who pay lip service to the craft, to the trade.  They don’t 
understand what it’s like to be overseas.  And then there are other 
people who can only define themselves by that experience.  “Once you 
realize it doesn’t define you, you’re freer to develop relationships and 
develop as a human being.  Those lessons learned in those hard days, 
take them.  Hold them.  Understand them. Take them apart.  Find a use 
for them.  Once you get that done, that’s how I develop the ability to 
transition. I still get angry, I still get pissed  off and sometimes I get a 
little depressed.  It’s like clouds in the sky.  I am the sky.  I’m always 
there.  The clouds will pass.” 

1:43:25 Defining moments?  “The definitive moment will be taking off the 
uniform finally.  Everything I’ve done… all that has been preparation for 
the next mission, the next mentoring opportunity.  All that experience 
helps make me who I am.  Not a static thing.  Not a Figure 11 on a stick.”  
Right now he’s enjoying his work training brand new reservists on the 
Basic Military Qualification course, to transition them from civilians to 
soldiers.  Mentoring troops on the armoury floor.  This will be replaced 
later on with something else. 

1:46:00 Changes from when he joined the Reserve?  It’s changed a lot since 
1988 and his first haircut.  Today’s reservists have a wide breadth of 
experience—civilian and military. The totality makes today’s reservists 
a different creature, not just playing soldier with a social setting.  Now, 
a lot of reservists have parallel careers and give good value to both 
parts.  Some have done some awesome stuff overseas, earning 
decorations of valour.  Reservists these days are a lot more professional 
as a whole.  With a lot of shining starts in the Reserve organization. 

 Additional details? 
 


